By Courtesy of the South Australian Hotel
In Aid of Red Cross Funds

Col. W. de Basil’s Ballet
20th June, 1940

Programme

1. Rendez-Vous—Choreography by Georges Cuc ... Moskowski
   Marina SVETLOVA and Michel PANAIEFF
2. Danse Slave—Choreography by L. Massine ... Rimsky-Korsakoff
   Nina VERCHININA
3. Etude—Choreography by R. Jasinsky ... Chopin (Etude No. 9 Op10.)
   Sono OSATO and Roman JASINSKY
4. Japanese Comic Dance—Choreography by Yasoya Kineya ... Yakko San
   H. ALGERANOFF
5. Mazurka from “Blue Danube”—Choreography by S. Lifar ... J. Strauss
   Tatiana RIABOUCHINSKA and David LICHINE
6. Variation from “Giselle”—Choreography after Petipa ... Adam
   Tamara TOUMANOVA
7. Polish Folk Dance—Choreography by Y. Lazovsky ... Lewandowsky
   Olga MORO SOVA, Yura LAZOVSKY and Marian LADRE

Piano Accompanist: Dorothy MENDOZA
Administrator-Regisseur: Yura LAZOVSKY